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Introduction

Damages analysis is of critical importance in securities class actions. In addition to playing an integral role in the merits phase and any settlement discussions, U.S. Supreme Court decisions in 2013 make damages analysis an important part of class certification proceedings as well.

In Comcast the Supreme Court specifically addresses damages, maintaining that class certification demands a common, classwide methodology for determining damages directly attributable to the plaintiffs’ allegations:

[A] model purporting to serve as evidence of damages in this class action must measure only those damages attributable to that theory. If the model does not even attempt to do that, it cannot possibly establish that damages are susceptible of measurement across the entire class.

. . . The Court of Appeals simply concluded that respondents “provided a method to measure and quantify damages on a classwide basis,” finding it unnecessary to decide “whether the methodology [was] a just and reasonable inference or speculative.” 655 F. 3d, at 206. Under that logic, at the class-certification stage any method of measurement is acceptable so long as it can be applied classwide, no matter how arbitrary the measurements may be. Such a proposition would reduce Rule 23(b)(3)’s predominance requirement to a nullity. 1

The threshold for plaintiffs to establish a properly executed damages methodology may not be as high at the class certification stage as at later points in the proceedings. 2 However, Comcast makes clear the proposed damages methodology cannot be arbitrary—it must be closely linked to the allegations at issue—thus accelerating when damages analysis can become relevant in securities class action proceedings.

This report reexamines the framework for estimating recoverable damages in Rule 10b-5 securities class actions. It discusses the relevant legal background, the role of a financial economist in estimating recoverable damages, and the use of event studies in damages estimation—what event studies can and cannot do.
Measuring Recoverable Damages

Assuming that a material misrepresentation (i.e., misstatement or omission) was made to the market, calculating recoverable, per-share damages attributable to that misrepresentation in a Rule 10b-5 securities class action requires three distinct analyses. Case law establishes that a shareholder’s recoverable damages are the lesser of:

1. **Out-of-pocket damages** (i.e., the difference between any inflation at the time the share was purchased and any inflation that remained at the time that share was sold);

2. **Losses caused by the fraud** (i.e., actual share price declines attributable to revelation of the relevant truth regarding a misrepresentation made prior to the purchase of that share); and

3. **A statutory limit** prescribed by the Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995 (PSLRA).³

For example, the court in *Robbins⁴* found that out-of-pocket damages are the primary measure of damages. The decision goes on to specify, however, that recoverable damages are limited to the losses caused by the alleged fraud:

> The proper measure of damages utilizes the out-of-pocket rule: the plaintiff can recover “the difference between the price paid and the ‘real’ value of the security, i.e., the fair market value absent the misrepresentations, at the time of the initial purchase by the defrauded buyer.” . . . [A]s long as the misrepresentation is one substantial cause of the investment’s decline in value, other contributing forces will not bar recovery under the loss causation requirement. *But in determining recoverable damages, these contributing forces must be isolated and removed.*⁵

The Supreme Court’s decision in *Dura⁶* also discusses the distinction between inflation and loss causation. In addition to establishing inflation, the plaintiffs must also establish loss causation—that they suffered losses in the real world attributable to revelation of the relevant truth, as opposed to other factors unrelated to the alleged fraud:⁷

> Normally, in cases such as this one (i.e., fraud-on-the-market cases), an inflated purchase price will not itself constitute or proximately cause the relevant economic loss.

> . . . [I]f, say, the purchaser sells the shares quickly before the relevant truth begins to leak out, the misrepresentation will not have led to any loss. If the purchaser sells later after the truth makes its way into the marketplace, an initially inflated purchase price *might* mean a later loss. But that is far from inevitably so. When the purchaser subsequently resells such shares, even at a lower price, that lower price may reflect, not the earlier misrepresentation, but changed economic circumstances, changed investor expectations, new industry-specific or firm-specific facts, conditions, or other events.⁸

Assuming a company makes a public misrepresentation, the resulting share price inflation could potentially be the measure of recoverable damages. However, under *Dura* and the principles of loss causation, recoverable damages are limited to the portion of that inflation (if any) that is removed on revelation to the market of the relevant truth. Finally, even if some inflation is removed on that revelation, recoverable damages may be limited further by the statutory formula prescribed by the PSLRA.

In addition to applying the PSLRA, two distinct economic analyses are required: determination of (1) the level of inflation, and (2) losses caused by the alleged fraud.
Inflation

“Inflation” describes the difference between a company’s actual stock price observed on a particular day during the class period and its hypothetical price on that day absent the alleged misrepresentation. This is often referred to as the stock’s “true value.” A calculation of out-of-pocket damages for all class members generally requires determining the level of inflation for every day during the class period.

Determining inflation requires two steps. First, the level of inflation hinges on the articulation of the allegedly withheld truth. This is not the province of financial economics. Rather, what could and should have been said in lieu of (or in addition to) the allegedly false and misleading statement is intrinsically tied to the plaintiffs’ allegations and consequent liability assumptions. Once the allegedly withheld truth is specified, however, financial economics provides a framework for the second step—analyzing the level of inflation given the hypothetical change in the market’s information set.

Financial economists use a number of different approaches to value inflation. These approaches include use of observed price changes, either at the time of the alleged misrepresentation (front end) or at the time that the allegedly relevant truth is revealed (back end). Using price changes to estimate alleged inflation is discussed further in the section on event studies. Among other reasons, because the allegedly withheld truth rarely mirrors (or matches) what was disclosed in the real world, it can be challenging to credibly translate observed real world price changes into but-for prices in the hypothetical world, which is required to calculate inflation levels. In many cases, additional approaches (e.g., constructing fundamental valuation models), which come with their own set of challenges, may be required.
**Loss Causation**

Analysis of recoverable damages cannot stop at an analysis of inflation because recoverable damages are also limited to the *actual* losses caused by the alleged fraud. As mentioned, inflation is defined as the difference between the actual stock price on a particular day and the hypothetical price that would have prevailed on that day *in the but-for world* (i.e., absent the alleged misrepresentation). Loss causation, on the other hand, considers the actual share price performance experienced by shareholders *in the real world*. Loss causation asks what (if any) actual shareholder losses were caused by the alleged misstatements or omissions—that is, what real world share price declines resulted from revelation of the relevant truth regarding the misrepresentations (i.e., a corrective disclosure).10

---

**Loss Causation:**

Stock Price Declines following Corrective Disclosures

![Graph showing stock price declines following corrective disclosures](image)
A number of “rules” regarding recoverable damages result from the mandate to consider losses caused by the alleged fraud as discussed in *Dura*:

1. **No recoverable damages for shares purchased and sold prior to any public revelation of the allegedly relevant truth.** Consider a share purchased at $160 and sold at $100 prior to the first corrective disclosure. None of the $60 loss ($160 less $100) is recoverable. Since the shares were not held over a corrective disclosure, none of the losses were caused by revelation of the relevant truth.

### No Recoverable Damages: Shares Sold prior to First Corrective Disclosure

![Graph showing the price of shares over time with key events indicated](image-url)
2. **No recoverable damages for shares purchased and sold between distinct public revelations.** Consider now an example where a share is purchased at $40 just after the first of two corrective disclosures and sold at $20 prior to the second. None of the $20 loss ($40 less $20) is recoverable. Again, since the shares were not held over a corrective disclosure, none of the losses were caused by revelation of the relevant truth.

**No Recoverable Damages: Shares Purchased and Sold between Corrective Disclosures**

![Graph showing the price movements over time with corrective disclosures and a loss of $20, indicating that no portion of the $20 loss is recoverable.](image)
3. Recoverable damages for a share held over a particular revelation cannot exceed the ensuing price decline attributable to that revelation. Finally, consider a share purchased at $160 prior to the first alleged corrective disclosure and sold at $10 at the end of the class period, following both corrective disclosures. Losses are $150 ($160 less $10), but maximum recoverable damages are limited to any portion of the $50 decline ($30 plus $20 in the chart below) immediately following the two corrective disclosures that is attributable to revelation of the allegedly withheld truth. As discussed further below, if the allegedly relevant truth was disclosed at the same time as other negative information, recoverable damages may be but a fraction of the $50 decline.¹¹

### Maximum Recoverable Damages Limited to Declines following Corrective Disclosures

The analysis of losses caused by the alleged fraud again requires two steps. First, the allegedly withheld truth must be specified. That specification allows a financial economist to perform the second step—namely, measuring the losses (if any) resulting from public revelation of the allegedly withheld truth. As discussed in the following section, event studies are generally considered an essential, although not necessarily sufficient, tool for estimating the loss caused by an alleged misrepresentation.¹²
Use of Event Studies in Estimating Damages

An event study is a widely used and generally accepted analytical framework for investigating the effects of information on stock prices in an efficient market. It provides an objective measure of whether a disclosure is associated with a significant change in the total mix of public information regarding a company.

In an efficient market, a company’s stock price will at all times equal the present value of expected future cash flows discounted at the appropriate risk-adjusted rate. To determine the stock price, the market uses all publicly available information, including data about the economy as a whole, the industry within which the company competes, and company-specific information.

An efficient market not only uses all publicly available information to determine expected cash flows and discount rates, but it also responds quickly to newly announced information. A study by Patell and Wolfson, for example, found that when a firm publishes its latest earnings or announces a dividend change, the major part of the adjustment in price occurs within five to ten minutes of the announcement.

Because stock prices already reflect expected events and publicly available information, only “new” information (i.e., the unexpected portion of information) causes price changes. Repetition of “old” information will not affect stock prices in an efficient market. Similarly, because stock prices reflect expectations of future cash flows (their level and risk), information that is not relevant for a company’s future cash flows will not affect its stock price in an efficient market.

Event Study Methodology

Event studies in securities class actions typically employ the statistical method of linear regression to account for market and industry effects. Linear regression attempts to isolate the part of a price change that may be related to company-specific information. An estimate of the effect of economy-wide events on a firm’s stock price change can often be extracted using a broad index of stocks (e.g., the NASDAQ Composite Index or the NYSE Composite Index). Similarly, it is often possible to extract an estimate of the effect of sector-wide information on a firm’s stock-price change through the use of an index of stocks of firms in the same industry. The price change that remains after attempting to extract the effect of economy-wide and sector-wide events is often called the “residual” price change.

Financial economists conduct standard statistical tests on residual price changes to assess their significance. Significant price changes indicate a significant change in the total mix of public information. The statistical tests must account for normal, random fluctuations in stock price. To account for this, “normal” stock price volatility is typically estimated over a control period. A standard statistical measure of normal behavior during the control period is defined as the range that contains a specified fraction of observations. This range, or “confidence interval,” depends on the normal variation or volatility of the residual price changes for a particular stock.
A confidence interval of 95 percent is often applied in academic event studies and frequently accepted by courts. When a 95 percent confidence interval is used to test whether a residual is different from zero, residual stock price movements outside the 95 percent confidence interval are deemed “statistically significant” and indicate a significant change in the total mix of public information regarding the company. Conversely, residual stock price movements within the 95 percent confidence interval are not considered statistically significantly different from zero. In other words, they are consistent with normal stock price volatility within the statistical model and do not indicate a significant change in the total mix of public information regarding the company.

The 95 Percent Confidence Interval

One limitation of the standard one-company event study employed in securities class actions is that it can measure only the combined effect of all information that reaches the market during the study’s measurement window. When multiple pieces of new information enter the market during that time frame, isolating the effect of any one piece of information on the company’s stock price may require additional analysis, such as modifying the event study, conducting intraday stock price analysis, or constructing a fundamental valuation model.
Event Studies in Damages Analysis

Event studies are frequently used to assess damages in securities class actions. Because they attempt to isolate firm-specific stock price movements and indicate whether those movements can be reliably distinguished from statistical noise, many courts have, in fact, required them. For example, the court in *Imperial Credit Industries* discusses the “importance and centrality of the event study methodology in determining damages” and cites a long list of cases in support of its statement that:

> Because of the need “to distinguish between the fraud-related and non-fraud related influences of the stock’s price behavior,” . . . a number of courts have rejected or refused to admit into evidence damages reports or testimony by damages experts in securities cases which fail to include event studies or something similar.

To estimate damages, it may be useful to employ an event study to examine either stock price movements at the time of the alleged misrepresentations (front end) or stock price movements at the time of the alleged corrective disclosures (back end)—or both. While generally a necessary step in any evaluation of damages, event study analysis is itself insufficient to establish inflation or losses caused by the alleged fraud.

As a preliminary matter and as mentioned above, analysis of both inflation and losses caused by the alleged fraud require as a first step an articulation of the allegedly withheld truth. That definition is not the product of an event study, but rather a function of the plaintiffs’ allegations and the related liability assumptions. Without first carefully articulating what allegedly should have been disclosed in lieu of (or in addition to) the alleged misrepresentation, neither an event study nor any other valuation methodology can be used to measure that information’s effect on stock price.

Even after the allegedly withheld truth is articulated, an event study itself is often insufficient to calculate recoverable damages for all class members. Among other reasons, because the allegedly relevant information is rarely disclosed in isolation, supplemental analysis is frequently required. Potential supplemental analysis is discussed briefly following the sections on front-end and back-end event study analysis below.

Using Event Studies on the Front End

In some cases, using an event study to evaluate stock price movements following an alleged misrepresentation may be helpful in estimating damages. When the alleged misrepresentation is an affirmative misstatement, an event study may establish how much inflation (if any) was introduced into the stock (i.e., its price impact) at the time the statement was made. In many instances, however, analysis in addition to an event study may be required. Infrequently is it the case that the alleged truth was “A” and the defendant said “not A” and only “not A” (i.e., no additional news was provided at the time of the alleged misrepresentations). When other news is announced simultaneously, a financial economist may need to perform additional analysis to assess the stock price impact of that other news in order to isolate the price impact (if any) of the alleged misrepresentation and hence measure any inflation introduced into the stock at that time.

In cases where the alleged misrepresentation comprises an omission, event study findings at the front end are not relevant. An event study only measures stock price reaction to information that was actually disclosed, and cannot measure the impact of information that was not disclosed. In such cases, a different analysis would be required to establish the amount of any inflation introduced by the alleged misrepresentation, such as looking at back-end price reaction when the alleged truth is revealed, or building a fundamental valuation model.
In many cases, using an event study to estimate the residual stock price movement following an alleged corrective disclosure is a critical component of the damages analysis. As discussed above, damages are limited by real world losses caused by the alleged misrepresentations. Thus, to calculate recoverable damages, a financial economist must at a minimum isolate the portion of any stock price decline that occurred only in response to public revelation of the allegedly withheld truth.

In some cases, once the allegedly withheld truth is defined, the standard event study discussed in the preceding section will be sufficient to isolate losses caused by the alleged fraud by estimating residual returns following alleged corrective disclosures. However, again because the allegedly withheld truth is rarely disclosed in isolation, analysis in addition to or in place of an event study is required in many cases—for example, when one or more of these circumstances are present:

1. **Disclosure with information unrelated to the plaintiffs’ allegations.** Assume, for example, the plaintiffs allege that during the class period the defendants provided an erroneous forecast for cost of goods sold, projecting $20 million when they knew the costs would be $40 million. The market learns the allegedly withheld truth during an earnings announcement, when the company announces the $40 million figure at the same time it announces other financial results (including revenue, operating costs, and overall profitability). A statistically significant decline following the earnings announcement only measures the impact of the earnings announcement as a whole. Additional analysis is required to assess the impact of the allegedly withheld truth regarding cost of goods sold alone.

2. **Disclosure related to multiple alleged misrepresentations.** Assume, for example, a situation with two alleged misrepresentations—one relating to product A made at date A and one relating to product B made later, at date B. Recoverable damages for class members purchasing prior to date B (when the first misrepresentation regarding product B was made) would be limited to any stock price declines caused by revelation of the allegedly withheld truth regarding product A. If the allegedly withheld truths regarding both of the products were disclosed simultaneously, analysis in addition to an event study would be required to isolate the stock price effect of the allegedly withheld truth regarding product A alone.

3. **Disclosure related to misrepresentations that change in severity during the class period.** Assume, for example, the allegedly withheld truth involved a misstatement of financials. Earnings were overstated by $1 million, $5 million, $10 million, and $20 million in quarters one through four, respectively, but the entire cumulative overstatement of $36 million was disclosed at once. Even assuming that the residual stock price decline measured accurately the effect of the $36 million overstatement and only the effect of that overstatement, analysis in addition to the event study is required to measure the losses caused by revelation of the truth regarding each misrepresentation. Such an analysis is necessary to compute recoverable damages for all class members. For example, an investor who purchased when the alleged misrepresentation comprised only a $1 million overstatement may not be able to recover the stock price decline attributable to the ultimate $36 million overstatement.

4. **Over- or under-disclosure of an alleged misrepresentation.** Consider the case of an understated risk. Assume, for example, that a pharmaceutical company represents to the market that there is a 10 percent chance that its newly developed drug will not receive FDA approval when it knows that there is in fact a 20 percent chance of not receiving approval. The alleged misrepresentation comprises failure to fully inform the market regarding risks of the drug’s potential failure. Ultimately, the company learns and discloses that its drug did not receive FDA approval. The corrective disclosure clearly contains more information than could have been disclosed at the time of the alleged misrepresentation, when there was only a risk that the drug would not be approved. Without additional analysis, stock price reaction to the realization of this risk—an “over-disclosure” of what could have been announced earlier—cannot be used to measure the alleged inflation due to, or losses caused by, the alleged misrepresentation.
In some cases, the price decline following an alleged corrective disclosure may be used not only to estimate real world losses caused by the alleged fraud but also to estimate earlier inflation in the stock’s price. In those instances, however, there are additional considerations to bear in mind. Even assuming the loss caused by an alleged misrepresentation is measured appropriately, that loss (if any) cannot necessarily be used to measure alleged inflation earlier in the class period. One must consider the equivalency of the misrepresentation and the corrective disclosure. If, for example, the misrepresentation comprises alleged understatement of a known risk as in the fourth example above, using the stock price reaction to a negative outcome associated with that risk will likely overstate any earlier inflation. Moreover, market reaction to information depends on the mix of other information. If company, industry, or market conditions have changed appreciably between the time of the alleged misrepresentation and the time of the alleged corrective disclosure, it may not be appropriate to use the later impact to measure the earlier inflation. For example, a company’s stock price may react more negatively to a ten thousand barrel overstatement of its oil production when the price of oil is $110 per barrel than it would have when the price was $80 per barrel.

Potential Supplemental Analysis

When an event study itself is insufficient to estimate price impact and hence alleged damages, the financial economist has many supplemental economic tools to draw upon. For example:

- Review of prior public press can be useful in isolating what information disclosed on a particular day was new. In an efficient market, only new (unexpected) information will affect a stock’s price.
- Review of investment analyst reports may provide insight into what importance (if any) financial professionals assigned to the alleged misrepresentation or correction at the time it was made.
- Fundamental financial analysis can be useful to assess what impact (if any) the alleged misrepresentation would be expected to have on future cash flows or discount rate, and hence stock price. In an efficient market, a company’s stock price reflects market consensus regarding the value of future cash flows to its stockholders.
- Intraday stock price analysis may help disaggregate the stock price effects of multiple announcements that occur within the event study’s analysis window but are not simultaneous.
- Additional regression analysis—for example, modifying the length of the study event window or analyzing past stock price reaction to similar events over time or across multiple companies—may also help estimate the price impact of alleged misrepresentations or corrective information.
Conclusion

In a securities class action context, developing a classwide methodology for calculating recoverable damages attributable to case allegations requires estimating inflation and losses caused by the alleged fraud. An event study, while often providing essential input into a damages analysis, does not itself comprise a reliable damages analysis.

Moreover, simply conducting an event study may not be sufficient to meet Comcast’s requirement that plaintiffs propose at the class certification stage a common, classwide damages methodology tied to their liability case. Indeed, a 2013 ruling in In re BP p.l.c. Securities Litigation29 found that the plaintiffs’ proposed event study provided an inadequate basis for class certification. The court required additional information regarding how the plaintiffs proposed to use the study:

Without a more complete explication of how Plaintiffs propose to use an event study to calculate class members’ damages, and how that event study will incorporate—and, if necessary, respond to—the various theories of liability, the Court cannot certify this litigation for class action treatment.30

At a minimum, to reliably estimate damages in a securities class action, a financial economist must determine what part (if any) of a stock price decline subsequent to an alleged corrective disclosure represents a loss due to corrective information, as opposed to other factors, and how those declines relate to the plaintiffs’ theory of what could and should have been disclosed earlier—the allegedly withheld truth.
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